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HEGGIE BLASTS RUMORS
AT NSA CONVENTION
By DAVE LEONARD
LOS ANGELES, April 24With Communists.. thrive on.. unsolved
a blistering attack against the ; problems." It Is NSA’s job to
alleged rumors recently circulat- solve., these problems,".. he prolog against the National Students claimed.
Association, Chairman Dick Heg-;
ACTIVITY REPORT
Kir of California opened the NSA ;
During the morning session the
regional convention at the UCLA , 14 NSA affiliated
colleges in atcainpus today.
’
tendance gave thumb nail re"Certain people in the southern portsof activities
on individual
part of the state are using NSA:,campuses. Adjectives grew
fast
as a political ladder for personal1.
furious as each delegate exadvancement," Heggle accused. , pounded the merits
of NSA or"This must be stopped. NSA is 1 ganization
on his campus. One of
not going to be the vehicle for any
the most active schools, Univerpolitical group or activity. Our
sity of California at Berkeley, refiles and personal records are
ported that it is active in almost
open for investigationwe invite
every student field. The NSA
investigation."
chairman at Cal is an ex-officio
San Jose State college’s seven
member of the executive commitman delegation, headed by Tom
tee.
Wall, newly elected ASB presiFresno State college reported
dent, participated in an all afternoon session of panel discussions that students serve on nearly evwhich covered student govern- ery committee in the college, Incommittees.
ment, student publications, dis- cluding all faculty
crimination, social, cultural and Other delegates reported that acphysical welfare, foreign study tivities had been limited to cultural matters, -while three, Loyand travel, and UNESCO.
ola, Fresno State, and UCLA
WELCOME SPEECH
Milton E. Hahn, Dean of stu- stated that they are working on
dents at UCLA, welcomed the Improvement of cafeteria condiconvention on. behalf of the local tion&
faculty. He spoke briefly on the
responsibility
of the
incoming
generation.
NSA offers a good vehicle for
American students to express
themselves on the things that
count," stated Dr. Dean E. McHenry, Dean of the division of social sciences and associate prefes- sor of political science at UCLA,
In the keynote address.
In lauding NSA for its ambitious national program, the Dean
reminded delegates.. that. T.T.S.

Student Y Gives
First Seminar
The Student Y will present the
first of a series of five seminars
tonight at 7:00 o’clock in the
Student Center of the Congregational Church. The seminar discussions will be on various aspects
of the subject, "Religion in Personality Development," according
to Mary Kelly and Fred Jobs, cochairmen.

Baseballers Lose
Two Road Games
After losing to College of Pacific 7-8 Friday afternoon at Stockton, Walt Williams’ Spartan baseball team dropped a loosely played, error-laden 16-12 contest to
San Francisco State at San Francisco Saturday.

Class Scores Hit
With Senior Show
By ALICE JOY GOLDER
The jam packed talent show,
"Senior ’Stravaganza," made. a
terrific hit with the audience Friday night in the Morris Dailey
auditorium. True to promises, the
senior class president and Emcee
Bill Ellsworth gave the well-filled
house their money’s worth.
Nadine Jansen and her trumpet,
piano, solo number brought a loud
hand and two encores. Also called
back after their numbers were
singer Jacque Wolff, the Basketball Trio, and comedian "Slats"
Slatoff.
Benny Watkins and his 12-piece
band brought down the house. His
singer and the music on the tenor
sax of "Snuffy" Jones had everyone tapping and swaying in their
seats.
Entertainment kept coming
thick and fast in the two-hour
show. Another oho* stopper was
the Barber Shop Quartet. Dressed in white outfits complete with
handlebar
aprons
and
white
moustache, the Quartet recalled
the days of old with their original
arrangement&
The surprise of the evening was
the presentation of the class of
’48’s mascot, a huge dog, dressed
in collegiate attire.
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TRACKMEN LOSE
, STANFORD MEET
jiist like their big brothers, the
Stanford frost’ trackmen shaded
San Jose State’s yearlings Friday, 671/2 to 631/2, at Angel Field.

VICE-PRESIDENT
The vice-presidential post went
to Bob Cronemiller, who received
1216 votes to defeat Dale LaMar.
LaMar polled 838 ballots.

The Spartan babes led 63%2 to
621/z as the meet went into its
final event, the mile relay, but the
Indians had just too many good
quarter-milers, as did the varsity.
. Dore Purdy and George Matto’
were outstanding for San Jose,
scoring 18 points between them.
Purdy took the Mile in the good
time of 4:33.6, and NUM back to
win the 2-mile easily in 10:26.4.
Mattos cleared 13’6" with plenty to spare for his all-time best
mark, and took a second in the
broad jump.
Other Spartan winners included: Dave Psaltis in the shot put,
with a heave of 43’ 9", Dick Milli man, who leaped 6’ in the high
jump, Boice Glassey in the high
hurdles, and Nicolae in the 880.

Delegation To Give
Recommendations
The recommendation of the NSA
the major item
delegation will
of business at the Student Collo,
cil meeting tonight.

bs

Five members of the. Student
Council and two representatives
of the Spartan Daily composed the
which returned last
delegation
night from UCLA where they attended a regional convention of
the National Student Association.
They will report their conclusions of the NSA convention and
recommend what stand San Jose
State college should take.
Election returns of the ASB executive offices and constitution
will be brought up. The Social Affairs committee constitution and
boxing awards will be presented
for approval.
Editor Phil Robertson and Associate Editor Dave Leonard represented the Spartan Daily with
the delegation which included Tom
Wall, Pat Walsh, Dale LaMar, Roy
DeSoto and Joe Juliano.

Tickets For Skating
Party On Sale

DR. CALVIN
TO SPEAK
TONIGHT

Bruce Craig assumes the duties
of treasurer.
He received 1067
votes while Patricia Walsh took
921.
Cronemiller replaces Pat Polk
and Craig replaces Bob Hines.
The last item on Friday’s ballot, ratification of the ASB con’ stitution, passed with 1535 ballots
favoring the proposal. There were
but 192 votes in opposition to the
measure.
WALL IN L.A.

President-elect Wall could not
, be reached for comment. He had
’ left Friday morning as a delegate
to the NSA conference in Los
Dr. Melvin Calvin, professor of Angeles.
chemistry at’ the University of CalStudent Court and Student
ifornia, and a national authority Council were well satisfied with
on photosynthesis, and atomic and the new voting system used in
molecular structure, will speak both the primaries and run-offs.
tonight at eight in room S112. Dr. It centralized the polling place and
Calvin will speak on "Photosyn- , allowed the Count and Council
thesis" before a meeting of the members, who alternated at the
San Jose division of the American I supervisors’ tables, to handle
the
Chemical soelety.
I steady flow of voters more quickThe meeting and the speech are ly and accurately.
being jointly sponsored by the
The new system ’of balloting.
student affiliates of the American I which will presumably be used in
Chemical society, Phi Upsilon PI, future campus elections, requires
honorary
chemistry fraternity, the voters to pass in single file
and the San Jose division of the past the tables at which
the SuAmerican Chemical Society.
pervisors are on duty.
Dr. Calvin, a native of St. Paul,
received his Ph.D. degree from
the University of Minnesota in
1935. He is Co-author of a book
dealing with the theory of organic
chemistry.
Due to lack of attendance at
According to Dr. Benjiman F.
Naylor, professor of chemistry, Friday’s discussion which was to
who is adviser to the affiliates, 75 explain the advantage of enlistmembers of the society, from ment in the National Guard, anMonterey to Menlo Park, have other meeting date has been set
made reservations to hear Dr. for Thursday of this week. RepreCalvin. Dr. Naylor added that 45 sentatives of the National Guard
members of the society have made recruiting service will discuss enreservations for the dinner to be listment in room 139 at 11:30 a.m.
held in the Hotel St. Claire to- and in room 117 at 1:30 and 2:30
p.m.
night at 6:30.
Members of the affiliates and
Students of draft age are urged
Phi Upsilon PI will act as hosts to attend one of the meetings beand guides for the meeting and cause the UMT bill now before
will serve coffee and doughnuts congress exempts members of the
after the meeting.
National Guard.

Guard Meet Set
For Thursday

Tickets are now on sale in the
Business office for the Coed Recreational Skating party, Thursday, April 29, at Rollerland.
By UNITED PRESS
Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN
Hal Riddle, student representative, announced that the party will
_ SAN JOSE Prospects for a new bay area athletic conference
be from 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., with
brightened considerably over the week -end, as the San Jose State
tickets priced at 35 cents.
Spartans and the St. Mary’s Gael’s signed a contract to play in the
local stadium Friday, NoveAer 26. The Spartans now have 11 games
scheduled including Stanford on Saturday, Septet-Aber 18.

RECORDS TUMBLE AS SJS TRACK
=TEAM WALLOPS PACIFIC,107-24
By CARL UNDERWOOD
1-76.:,tret reairtit-and unofficial’
school marks in both hurdle races
were set Saturday afternoon, as
the San Jose State track team
walloped the College of Pacific,
107-24, on the Spartan oval.
The local cindermen won every
event exceut the 100 and 220 yard
dashes, completely sweeping six
of them.
SCHOOL RECORDS
Bill Passey skimmed over the
120 yard high barriers in 14.8 to
break the school mark of 14.9, recently tied by his brother Jack
who did not compete because of a
leg injury.
Tom Birmingham also shattered the 220 low hurdle record of

Wall defeated Joe Juliano, 1064
to 943, in Friday’s run-offs to replace Emerson "Doc" Arends in
the top Executive Council position. His tenure begins officially
on June 18.
A total of 2225 students swarmed into Student Union to cast
ballots in the final election for
ASB president, vice-president, and
treasurer, an ASB official said.
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Tom Wall is the new Student’
Body president.

23.8 when he hit the tape in 23.5. Dick Fortier came through for
Both marks; -howeveri were mmieletill--another top performance by
with the aid JA drong wind, and -lealithg 23’ in the bread jump,
while Fred Mangini ran his best
are not official as yet.
official 440, winning in 49.8.
CLOSE DISCUS DUEL
The Spartans’ great trio of disThe Tigers’ lob Heck chalked
cus throwers put on their closest up his team’s ’only wins. He nosed
battle to date as Grant Denmark out San Jose’s Don Smalley in the
shaded his teammates with a toss 100, and Steve O’Meara by about
of 157’ 8", followed by Woody a foot in the 220. The time of
Linn’s 157’ 4", and Ray Over- 20.6 for the latter race, however,
house’s 157’ 3".
is not official since the timers
Linn, whose discus effort was were unable to see any smoke
his all-time best, also improved from the starter’s gun.
Summary:
upon his shot put record by heaving the iron ball 50’ 8", only 3-8
One Mile Haynes (SJ), Knox
of an inch under the school stan- (SJ), Garmire (COP) 4:232.
440 Mangini (SJ), McVicher
dard.
Bob Likens Increased his javelin (COP), Inman (SJ)-49.6 (meet
mark with a tees of 2W IIK".
(Continued on page 6)

OFF THE WIRE

BERLIN As a result of beefs with Russia over traffic controls
the ilnited_States army_ye&terday tightened the grip on the outflo’w
of news from that area.
__ BOGOTA -- Secretary of State George Marshall yesterday arrived -home in _Washington wher_g_ he_wilUts_mrtntr-Cottt-War-artitrst- _
the Russian bloc. In Washington Secretary Marshall declarea thai
Inter-American conference made up of 21 nations had nearly completed all of their aims including the strong anti -communistic doctrine.
He had been gone for four weeks.
WASHINGTONA measure by Senator Chan Gurney (R.S.D.) to
retain war plants ready for use in the event of a national emergency
will be introduced by the Senator today.
A pessimistic Red supporter who guessed correctly how
ROME
many seats each party probably would attain in the Italian elections
won $100,000.
NANKING Two prominent candidates for the vice-presidency
withdrew yesterday thus paving the way for the election of Chiang
Kai-Shek’s right hand man. He is Dr. Sun Fo, the present vice-president of China.

-
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We Are Ready!
Five representatives of our school government will return to campus today, after having participated in a two-day National Student
Association convention at Los Angeles.
Much furor was evidenced about the campus when the San
Jose State college delegation to this convention was originally
chosen. Students about the campus became irrate at the thought that
we were sending a I2-person delegation, complete with $720, to Los
Angeles for a two-day week -end.
The Spartan Daily was deluged with letters, to the Editor stating
student disapproval of the seemingly wholesale ransacking of the
treasury.
The Student Council, in defense of its proposal, stated the Los
Angeles move was essential to a proper understanding of NSA policies and purposes.
Student body reaction, or whatever, altered the Council plans
slightly, and five leaders in government were selected to attend the
NSA affair
With that matter settled the delegation left San Jose on Friday
morning, sat through two constructive sessions of the NSA, and returned home last evening.
The information on NSA should be more abundant now. The
reasons for side-stepping action should no longer exist. The Associated Students of San Jose college should soon be ready for the
acceptance or rejection of NSA.

NORMAN ANSLEY TO REPRESENT Si
Surrounded IN HEARST ORATORICAL CONTES1
By V. WILSON

If any of San Jose’s discus
throwers are Olympic Games aspirants, they might take note of
these records: George Radars,
Oklahoma A & M, threw the discus 157 ft., 6Z4 in. in the Texas
Relays . . . He came in third . .
Fortune Gordien of Minnesota
won the event by throwing the
thing 172 ft., 51/4 in. Since then
Kadera has improved his record
to 170 ft., 4 in.
04 I

There is more to .the sport of
discus throwing than merely
getting as much distance as possibfe between the thrower and
the thrown. The wind-up is
quite an art in itself.
This is all brought out in the
Encyclopaedia Brittanica in an
article entitled "The Method of
Throwing the Discus," from
which I quote in part.
.?

By DICK COX
Norman Ansley, who will represent San Jose State college Hi
the Hearst Oratorical contest, has one pet peeve against college profs.
He explained recently, "Well, you see, I’m not a vet, but tw,
instructors are always assigning high priced textbooks and all kinds
of special supplies. They adult),
use the excuse that all student.,
are vets anyway so it doesn’t mat
ter!"
This sophomore police major
came to San Jose State from
Mountain View High school, northwest of San Jose.
lie may not return to the college next year because he recently took the entrance exam for
West Point, U.S. Military Academy, and if he passes he will enroll in June.
Norman was selected from tio
49th Military Police company of
the National Guard to take th.
academy exams. Every year melt
are picked from the Army, Ow
National Guard, and by Congressmen to compete for a berth in Go
nation’s top military school.
The young police student is
president of Gamma chapter oi
Lambda Alpha Epsilon, the oft NORMAN ANSLEY
campus national honor fraternit
for police students and graduates. He is also a member of (’hi Pi
Sigma, the fraternity for students of the police school.
Last week Norman took the top place In the campus competition for the Sixth Annual Hearst Oratorical contest. He will represent San Jose State college in the Bay Area competition against
students from all leading Bay Area colleges and universities including
Stanford and California.
The topic this year is "Benjamin Franklin, Patriot and Statt’sman."

"Preparatory to making the
throw the athlete holds the discus in ’the right (best) hand . . .
he takes up his Position in the
rear half of a circle . . . his left
side turned in the direction in
which the throw is to be made.
. . . From this position, after two
or three preliminary swings have
been made . . . the athlete commences a 11/.’s turn in a kind of
dancing time with the right arm
hanging loosely down. The first
opin
an
to
voice
chance
a
get
students
that
It’s seldom enough
pivotal movement is on the left
ion in student affairs!
foot; when a half turn has been
When a few civic minded members of the student body attempt made the weight is transferred
to the right foot . . . As the left
to do a constructive job of giving each individual a chance to render foot again takes the ground . . .
with
met
are
a decision on top questions of the day they usually
the right leg begin, to push the
body forward and there is a violent
cold avoidance.
turn of the right shoulder, but
Currently before the student body are petitions to bring the the arm is kept still trailing bequestion of affiliation with National Students Association to an ASB hind and the actual throwing
vote. Also circulating is a petition to write three anti -discrimination movement does not commence until the right arm is well off the
clauses into the new constitution, an issue supported by outstanding right shoulder."
national leaders.
The University of Miami’s Miami Hurricane recently conducted at
Using this system, the discus
NSA has been accepted by colleges and universities from coast thrower has to make his best poll on what the male students believed to be the most obvious shortto coast, including 16 on the Pacific coast. Stanford, Santa Clara, throws before he runs out of comings of the girls on campus. The more enlightening findings were:
arms.
"That too many young -women are irresponsible, ungrateful, conCal. and USE were but a few to see the advantages of the associaiving, incompatible, deceitful, egotistical, spoiled, self-centered and
tion early last year.
There was once a nun in a miserable in general," was the overall opinion of the men.
San Jose State Council has long avoided the issue, but it now
cloister
A few indiivdual deductions were:
"The campus is crawling with female pseudo-sophisticates."
is on the agenda for action in June. Why students decline to sign Who ate a dehydrated oyster.
"Alas," the nun cried,
"Young women today imagine themselves too-well versed in life.
themselves a voice in the decision,’to take part in one of the little - "I cannot abide
and
on the basis of novel -reading knowledge, act like women of the
used fundamentals of democracy is a strange quirk of American More oysters unless they are
world."
moister."
psychology.
"Little girls just out of high school who try to act like big college
--Horace Fayee
It would be a sad day when every voter would sign indiscrimdeals."
"Can’t women realize that they’re not movie stars and act and
inately every petition set before him, but when issues deserving the
Definition: A split-second is the
thought of every individual are presented, it is the duty of the citi- interval of time elapsing between dress in accordance with this realization?"
"Most women like six o’clock dates instead of eight o’clock dates
the professor’s announcement to
zens to bring them to a vote.
just in time for dinner."
the
class
that
a
test
is
to
be
given
Consider carefully, but remember, it’s your government. The Friday and the question from the
"If you haven’t got a car and a million bucks, you haven’t got a
initiative gives everyone a voice!
student in the rear row who asks chance with these gals."
if the test will be objective or not.
"If some of them, meaning all of them, would keep their mouths
abut, everyone would be better off!"
"Too many coeds have a distorted conception of the purpose of a
I have word that Hyman Lanckey, Noberg prep basketball sen- college education."
sation, plans to enroll here at
"The majority of the girls down here are really on a four-year
State this Fall quarter.
vacation."
Unless it is changed before next
"I don’t like long dresses on short girls, but I don’t mind short
By LOUIS NOIA
year’s elections, one rule governdresses on long girls."
ing
the
placing
of
campaign posProfessors always have made excessive demands of their students.
"Who said I dislike women? Nothing’s wrong with them. I love
ters will have a great deal more
For example, you:
them all."
elasticity
than
this
year.
Must register for the course.
Currently no poster may be
Must be in attendance at least three times during the quarter.
placed above the eye level.
Must take one or more examinations for your "A" or "B."
Hyman is 9 ft., 4 in. tall.
An exclusive, or something, from the Everette
Junior Collegc
Must not make any disturbing noises during lectures, such as talkClipper:
ing to your neighbors, snoring aloud, whistling, singing, or scraping
In the Campus Compass, a
"An odd-looking little man (perhaps a pledge)
stood by the punch
your chair as often as possible.
dandy little ,handbook put out by bowl, filling and refilling his cup.
Big, wolfish eyes peered out from
Must not get up and stomp out of the room in the middle of the the AWS, are these directions for
behind his horn -rimmed spectacles.
period.
giving the "Go Get ’em Yell."
’Thirsty?’ someone asked.
Must sit in the seat assigned you, if seats are assigned. If seats GO! (Stamp feet)
’Oh, no,’ he parried. ’I heard that the punch
are not assigned, you must let him know, sometime during the course, Go get ’em (Stamp feet)
was spiked.’
’Ah ha,’ the’ someone smiled, knowingly.
Go
get
’em
Gold!
(Stamp
classalthough
enrolled
attend.
seldom
feet)
in
his
you
that you are
’No,’ said the little guy. ’I’m looking for
Go get ’em White! (Stamp feet)
the spike.’
CAN’T MUNCH LUNCH
Go get ’em Spartans ...FIGHT!
FIGHT!
It sure has been a pleasure for us to broad
Must not eat your lunch in class, unless you have his permission
oest fee the sailors and
It’s a shame such a pretty thing soldiers; besides, it’s part of the
to do so.
National Defense program to prehas to end with a fight . . ;But pare our boys for anythi
Must, sometimes, take a note or two.
Bob /lope.
I suppose-suchTI--thtnw ltThevI
’ There are many such unbearable "musts." Let us arise, students,
table. . I imagine there is always
and revolt. Well, we can at least make a few demands of those somebody who
doesn’t realize he
chosen few who attempt, sometimes hopelessly, to educate. us. Let ins- is supposed to stamp his own feet.
demand that professors:
Have a vast repertoire of jokes, essentially humorous, to break for those few students in the
class
the monotony of an especially dull lecture. Better still, dismiss the who are required to take the
class on any day that the lecture will be especially dull. Or, so not courseand those other few who
EDITOIPha Roberts’s
to’be behind one class assignment, hold the session on the beach at don’t know what could be taken BUSINESS
MANAGER__ _
Albright
In
its
place,
ASSOCIATE EDITORS________
Santa Cruz. __Pen Cass, Day* Leonard
EDITOR
Imagine, at times, that maybe FEATU14:
Begin and end class on time. Do not wait for the last 20 seconds
Deb Soden
SPORTS EDITOR._
.
Barmy Bornoff
EDITOR
of the period to begin a new topic, then become peeved when, nine some of your students know some- COPY
._......Jacono Wolff
WIRE EDITOR
thing
beside
what you have tried SOCIEtY Eoltoi
von Hafften
minutes later, someone starts to leave the room in order to be late
to reveal to them, even if it is DAY -EDITORSBob Blackmon,
aim McCarthy
Dick Con, Alice Joy
for his or her next class.
GolfUr Ow.* Gunter, Merl. Houl
Pat O’Brien.
hard to do.
OTHER CLASSES, TOO
Allow the students, without risk REPORTERSMerle Bionden, Frank Brown, Al Caldwoll, John Del
Sacco, Molls Mom Jock
Golden, Bob Hiiitoy, James
Lou No,e, Davi, Parney, Rex Hoff., Ruth Jamas, Larboard Kral*, Walter Larowen,
FIealize, at least once during the quarter’s assignments, that your of their final grades, to challenge
Parrith, Tow Rowan, Phillip Smith, Carl Underwood
Arrold Wochter, Betty Whitaker.
your staterrients, if flaws are deand Virgil Wilson.
students, however brilliant they may be, have other courses on their
tected, although you may believe
programs beside yours.
youfself to be the voice of authorDAY EDITORThis IssueDICK
Attempt, occasionally, to make your subject somewhat Interesting ity from bell to
COX
bell.

A Voice In Government

Hear From There

by Louis Noia

Men Condemn Women

Professors Put Penalties On Poor Pupils;
Pedagogs Procure Plenty Puns To Pacify

Where’s The Spike

Spartan Daily

GI’s Abroad

PHI BETAS
Queen Rules
TO HONOR
SJS GRADS CANDIDATES FACE
STRICT REGULATIONS
Monday, April 26, 1948

VETERANS MAY ATTEND
FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES
New Slide Rule
Is Invented
"A slide rule to end all slide
rules has been acquired by the
Engineering department,"
D r.
Ralph J. Smith declared today.
The slide rule is officially known
as Thacher’s Calculating instrument but commonly known as
the Cylindrical slide rule.
The cylindrical rule is equivalent to a flat slide rule that would
be 720 inches in length, Dr. Smith
explained. The regular flat rule
is 10 inches long.
Accuracy of an answer is onehundredth of one percent when
calculated on the cylinder as compared to the one-tenth of one
percent on the flat slide rule, Dr.
Smith explained. However, the
Cylinder is limited in the problems
It will solve, added Dr. Smith. It
is used most extensively for multiplication, division and roots, but
not for logarithms.
Dr. Smith estimated the commercial price of the Cylindrical
slide rule to be $100.

Stanford Sets
Deadline Date
Students planning to apply for
admittance to Stanford university
for the autumn quarter must file
their applications by ’May 1. This
deadline is set by Stanford and
the general eduaction office suggests that applicants have necessary papers filed before that
date. Application blanks and information are available at room
110.
Announcements regarding application for admittance to other
schools will be available in Dr.
Elder’s office. Prospective transferees are urged to check requirements, etc., early to avoid last
minute confusion.

Luncheon Address
Given Saturday
Dr. H. B. McDaniel, associate
professor of education, Stanford
University, addressed an estimated 800 members of the California Industrial Education association at a luncheon to be held
in the Hotel St. Claire Saturday
at noon, according to Professor
Hartley E. Jackson, San Jose
State college Industrial Arts department.
Dr. McDaniel’s subject was
"The Industrial Educator’s Responsibility in a Guidance Program."
The luncheon was part of the
program being provided for the
association’s annual conference on
industrial education. In addition
to addresses by educators in the
field, the progra in featured
tours to local schools, industries
and points of interest.
A demonstration team illustrated practicaP techniques in ceramics, shop design, visual aids and
the use of art metal in the Montgomery theater auditorium. An
Industrial Arts symposium was
held in the Montgomery theater
following the demonstrations. Professor JaLkson will preside as moderator.
NAKIL-LetINNIEST_ _PAIR
HOLLYWOOD (UP)The Jesters of America recently rated

TÆiifIte
nation’s funniest pair.

By BOB BLACKMON
Spartan veterans who are enrolled during the regular school
year and want to take summer
courses abroad under the G: -Bill
must obtain first a letter of acceptance from the VA approved
foreign school he intends to attend.
The next step is to secure a
supplemental certificate of eligibility from his VA regional office,
according to a veterans’ bulletin
released today.
The student then uses his letter of acceptance and his supplemental certificate as evidence in
securing the proper passports and
visas from the Department of
State. The veteran must pay all
transportation costs.
The VA recommends that the
summer study be taken in an approved school in any of the following countries: Great Britain,
Mexico, France, Switzerland,
Italy, Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
and Belgium.
Records of veteran -students selecting any other country for
summer study must be transferred
to that nation. Such transfers
take considerable time and often
result in lengthy delays of subsistence and other payments, VA
say.
Should the veteran decide to
remain in the foreign school for
the regular academic year, his
records will be transferred .from
the United States on request by
the Attache for Veterans’ Affairs
in that country.
Veterans may obtain further information by writing their VA
Regional office or the Director
of Registration and Research, Vocational Rehabilitation and Education Service, Veterans’ Administration, Washington 25, D. C.

Aero Students
Get Experience
Mr. Thomas E. Leonard, instructor in aeronautics, revealed
recently a plan whereby aeronautics students at San Jose State
college may gain practical experience in their field this summer.
Finding a job after graduation
has become a serious problem for
our students, declared Mr. Leonard. Applicants must have practical experience before commercial aviation industries will accept
them. Army experience counts
very little, Mr. Leonard added.
"1 plan to canvass the airports
in this area for job openings,"
Mr. Leonard explained. "Students
can then work and gain this required experince. Pay will probably be small as compared to what
a student can make in a cannery."
After taking a poll, Mr. Leonard
found a large number of students
interested in aeronautics employment this summer.
No credits or grading is connected with this plan, explains
Mr. Leonard. It will be summer
employment like any other summer job.

WANTED:
Draftsmen.
With
Peninsula firm. Some experience
and knowledge of machine shop
and production operation required.
WANTED: Man for magazine
delivery and promotion work. Salary, $48 weekly.
WANTED: Man to prepare and
handle magazines for stands. Sal-

ary, $38 weekly.

Check with Placement office.
Wanted: Office girl to begin
lately,
tIon. Salary, $155.

RENT A RECONDITIONED TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates
FRISCO SARTOR

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER C.O.
Bal. $263

(iroups and organizations recently received a letter from Bill
Ellsworth, Spardi Gras queen contest chairman, which set down the
rules that will regulate the queen
competitions. Said Ellsworth, "The
rules may sound strict, but we
have no cholc.e because we want
this contest to be run as fairly as
possible and with as little friction
as possible."

Frances Tuttle, Norma Browe,
John Atkinson, William J. Elam,
Nancy
Buckingham, Katharine
Henintz, Barbara Bone, Betty
Karstedt. and Jan Hagerty are
Included with the letter was
the former Spartans who will be an application blank for the queen
honored.
candidates. "’This blank must be
Guests and members will be in- filled out in ink and left in the
terviewed for a transcription organization box "S" in the Coop
which will be broadcast over by April 30," said Ellsworth.
KEEN at 10:30 that evening.
PUBLICITY
Phi Beta Kappa was founded
One stipulation that the chairIn 1776 and is the oldest Greek
man emphasized was that publicity
letter society in America. The
for the candidates shall not begin
Santa Clara Valley association
before 5 a.m., May 6. He stated
was chartered in 1946. About 90
that publicity shall be limited in
alumni of Phi Beta Kappa, gradthe following ways: One article
uates from Harvard to Stanford
may appear in the Spartan Daily
make up the membership of the
other than general articles run
association.
concerning the queen contest; one
rally may be held for each canunlimited posters and
didate;
publicity stunts shall be limited
to the campus only.

BLDG. REMOVAL
AWAITS TRIAL

President T. W. MacQuarrie
announced recently that condemnation proceedings against the
high school buildings blocking
campus expansion onto the northeast corner of Washington Square
will go ahead just as soon as the
case is assigned to court.
Dr. MacQuarrie stated that he
spoke with Robert Reed, deputy
attorney general, on the telephone.
He indicated the trial date may
be set sometime in June.

Girl Scouts Honor
Pageant Heads
Huh W. Gillis, Fredericks
Moore, and E. 0. Thormodsgaard
will be honored at a luncheon given by the Girl Scout pageant committee April 27 at the St. Claire
hotel. They are being honored by
the committee in appreciation of
their work in presenting the Girl
Scout pageant, "Cavalcade of the
Valley" last month, states Shirley Tallman, committee member.
Dr. Gillis, head of the Speech
and Drama department, directed
and narrated the pageant. Miss
Moore, of the Physical Education
department, directed the dances
and Mr. Thormodsgaard directed
the choral singing.

Freedom Train
Papers Are Seen
Display of reproductions of
documents appearing on the Freedom Train may be seen in the
main corridors of the Stanford
University library, according to
the university calendar.

The queen chairman pointed
out that violators of any of the
publicity rules must forfeit the
right of their candidate to compete. "There must be immediate
disqualification of the candidate,"
he stated.
STUDENT COURT
Ellsworth said that voting for
the queen will be conducted by
the Student Court. "Preliminary
election shall be held May 14,
with the two highest candidates
having a run-off election on May
19," explained the chairman. He
added that publicity for the runoff election will be handled by
the Spardi Gras publicity chairman, Sal Milian.

DeVoss To Report
College Problems

Students Apply
For Miniwancik
Applications for he scholarships
to Camp Miniwanca are now in
the office of the Dean of Women,
Dean Helen Dimmick said. Any
interested students, male or female, may pick them up there
before May 3.
There will be seven students
chosen for the scholarships to be
given by William H. Danforth,
chairman of the American Youth
Foundation, and by the Student
Council.
Delegates will be chosen by
Dean Paul Pitman, Dean Helen
Dimmick, Malcolm "Mac" Carpenter, YMCA and YWCA Student Executive Secretary; and
students Barbara "Jeff" Brewster,
Bruce McNeil, and Bill Swasey.
The camp maintains a two week
period for young women from
August 2 to 15 and a similar
period for young men from August 16 to 29. Applicants must be
between the ages of 17 and 22.

Men Must Fight
OrWork,NextWar
According to a United Press
wire release, Dr. Vannevar Bush,
chairman of the government’s
Research and Development board,
told Congress that every man will
have to be drafted to either work
or fight in the next war. He asked that such a law be passed
now instead of the draft legislation now under study.
Later Rep. Albert J. Engel, R.,
Mich., head of the house Military
Appropriations subcommittee, estimated that the revised Andrews
draft bill would boost yearly defense costs by about $2,225,000,000.
This increase is figured on the
extra manpower cost and does
not take into account the equipment that would be needed.

Dr. James C. DeVoss, dean of
professional education, will give a
report on college disceplinary problems at the 20th semi-annual
meeting of state-college deans In
Los Angeles, April 27-28, and 29.
Fifteen reports will be given
during the meeting. Dr. Jay C.
Elder, dean of general education,
will report on the problems of
veterans.
Dr. DeVoss’ report is a big item
on the agenda, according to Mrs.
Ruth _Matlock, of the Personnel
offiee. He gathered data from numerous questionnaires which were
sent to state colleges.
The next meeting of deans will
be in the fall.
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LET’S GET IN SHAPE

Job Shop

For an "A" Grade....

156 W. San Fernando

Ten recent graduates of San
Jose State college will be guests
of honor at a meeting of the Santa
Clara Valley association of Phi
Beta Kappa, leading national honorary scholastic society, on the
evening of April 28, according to
Dr. Harold P. Miller, professor of
English.
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130 POST STREET
(Corner Post and So. Market Sts.)
Columbia 9833-J

At the home of

Spartan Bowlers
Red "Duffy" Pave. 1.*.

MASSAGE
REDUCiNG
HEAT ROOM
BODY-BUILDING
FIGURE CONTROL
WEIGHT-GAINING
PHYSICAL THERAPY
CABINET STEAM BATHS
ULTRA -VIOLET SOLARIUM
PHYSICAL CONDITIONING
ALL-PURPOSE GYMNASIUM
Individual Instruction
for

MEN and WOMEN
sirosossoorow

k-Womirwar#L-Claues held hire.

----

WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

HEALTH is WEALTH

BOWL
JOSE
W. Santa Clara Bal. 8423
172
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May Day Breakfast

Roger Deas Will Be Guest Speaker
At Breakfast Planned For May 1
The first’ annual May Day breakfast to stress Interdenominational
Fellowship is planned May 1 at
8:00 a.m. in the First Christian
church, 80 So. Fifth street, according to Student V Program
Coordinator Marsh Pitman.
The guest- Ilpeaker will be J.
Roger Dees, conductor of the 1947
Easter Services and San Francisco executive for the National
Conference of Christians and Jews.
The breakfast, under the direction of the Student Y, will cost
65 cents, said Pitman. Tickets can
be obtained in the Student Y, 220
So. Seventh street, until Wednesday, April 28. All interested stu-

dents are invited to attend.
The breakfast was planned at
a recent meeting of College Religious Conference representatives.
Though all college church groups
have expressed a desire to participate in these activities, the organ, izations represented included the
’ First Christian Church, Congregational Church, Canterbury club,
Calvary Methodist Church, and
the Seekers
A second meeting will be held
today, April 26, at 7:00 p.m. in
room 20. At least one representative from all participating groups
is requested to attend this meeting.

Gov. Warren Signs
Library Staff
Offers Three Tours New Housing Bill
Shirley Kirkish, president of the
Bibliophiles, Library student organization, announces a new series
of tours which will feature the important points of the library.
The tours will be held on Wednesday, April 28 at 1:30 p.m. and
on Thursday, April 29, at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. All tours will
start from a lobby on the main
floor of the library.
"These tours will be especially
valuable to students who are writing term papers or working on
term projects this quarter, as they
will be designed to point out the
facilities of the library which will
be most helpful," she states.
Members of the bibliophiles assisting with the tours will be Dorothy Harvey, Shirley Craw, Zalma Clifft, Ruth Garner, and Betty Brown.

Ski Season Runs
Out Of Weekends
SAN FRANCISCO, April 22
(UP)Only a few more weekends remain in which to enjoy
spring skiing, the California State
Chamber of Commerce said here
today.
The tow at Mt. Rose closed for
the season Sunday night. Soda
Springs and the Sugar Bowl both
plan to operate for another two
weeks. Yosemite tows will operate on week-ends as long as good
skiing conditions prevalL However, the Badger Pass ski lodge
is closed for the season.
Snow depths:
Mt. Shasta: Sand Flat 80 in.,
skiing good; Panther Meadow, 125
inches, good.
Lassen areas: Mineral 44 inches, good; Sulphur works area 136
inches, excellent.
Feather River area: Johnsville
15 inches, no skiing.
Highway 4Q, Donner summit:
Emigrant Gap 30 inches, fair; Ciscow, Rainbow 42 inches, fair; Soda
Springs 66 inches, good; Sugar
Bowl, 96 inches, excellent; Mt.
Rose bowl 58 inches, good; Truckee 10 Inches, poor.
Highway 50, Placerville: Strawberry 20 inches, poor; Twin Bridges 24 inches, poor; Phillips 80 inches, good; Echo Summit 72, good;
Spooners Summit 12, fair.
Arnador county: Peddler Hill 88
inches, excellent.
Tuohunne county: Long Barn,
two inches, season over.
Yosemite: Badger Pass 75 inches, good.

SACRAMENTO, April 23. (UP)
Gov. Earl Warren said today he
has signed a bill adding to the
types of persons eligible to live in
federal housing projects partially financed by state aid.
Under terms of the new act,
such housing at colleges and universities may now be occupied
by families of veterans attending
such institutions and receiving
federal aid; veterans on the faculty and administrative staff and
their families; and non-veteran
students or staff members and
their families who are permitted
by federal rules to occupy vacant space.

J. ROGER DEAs

Dr. Reitzel To
Aid WCA Survey
At a recent meetlng of the
Western College Art association
at Stanford, a committee was appointed to make a survey on the
teaching load of teachers in art
for the colleges and universities
on the west coast. The committee is composed of: Dr. Little of
the University of Oregon; Dr.
Marques Reitzel, head of the San
Jose State college Art department; and Mr. Worth Mien of
Washington State college.
Each year the Western College
Art association picks i subject
that will help to improve the
teaching of art on the college
level.

ROTC Group Installs
Officers. Pledges

’Whiskerino Time’
Calls For SJ Males

N.E. Co.. 40, & William

Dr. William Hermanns of the
Language department will speak
at a CCF sponsored meeting at
12:30 today in room 125, according to CCF President Bob Baylis.
Dr. Hermanns will repeat the
ideas embodied in his speech last
quarter which aroused controversy
through the "Thrust and Parry"
columns of the Spartan Daily.
Dr. Hermanns wishes to share
his experiences in. politico-social
work in two continents during
two world wars. He declared that
he desires to share his thoughts
with those interested in world
peace.
"Society without religious superstructure," said Dr. Hermanns,
"cannot
satisfy
men’s
needs.
These needs can not be measured
only by food and housing, as in
Russia, nor through regimentation, as in Nazi Germany. Dependence upon state provided security in human society is not so
much characteristic of an individual as it is a symptom of social degeneration.
"The children of Israel, in
spite of the warnings of the prophets, wanted a kingand they
got Saul. Germany, in spite of
the warning of the leading German thinkers, wanted a fuehrer
and they got Hitler to do their
thinking for them."

day and will continue each Friday throughout the quarter from
1:30 to 3:30, announced Miss
Mary Hooton, swim Instructor.
Women students, if not registered in a swim class this quarter, must present a certificate
from the Health office before being allowed to use the pool.
Suits and towels are furnished.
However, women students may
wear their own suits. Participants
must furnish their own caps.

Quartet Performs
Well In Musical
The quartet which so successfully performed Debuiars "Quartet No. 1, Opus 10" in last Tuesday’s chamber music concert rendered the same work at a formal
musicale in Berkeley Sunday, reports the Music department.
The students, Delores O’Neil,
Craig Johnson, Walter Dahlin, and
Virginia Howe played before members of the San Francisco Alumnae chapter of Mu Phi Epsilon,
national music honor society, who
sponsored the musicale.
Bead the Daily Classified
.411M.01,0.1011.,
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It’s Always the right time for Delicious Ice Cream
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Gym Available
Hermanns Speaks For Swumming
for
swimming
At Meeting Today bothRecreational
men and women started Fri-

Golthwaite To Head
Presbyterian Group

SAVE IN CASH!
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SPALDING

upon being placed.

$AAVON
Service Station

Three of the ten top men in the
conference are SJS students. They
are ’Harvey A. Felt, Carroll M.
Collier and A. Bayley.

Old Time Graduates
Visit State Campus

-Offlarlin-

It’s bus, Guys and Gals. Buy
your gasoline at ths $AAVON
STATION. 4th and William.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
FRANK MENA

The SJS team will meet Stanford again Thursday night at
Stanford. Each team is required
to meet its opponents twice.

The University of California at
Berkeley ranks highest in the
conference at present.

The bill also extends the terminal date for obligating state
Silver Saber society will hold
money on such projects from Its formal officer installation cereApril 6, 1948, to Dec. Si, 1949.
monies and initiation of pledges
Tuesday night at the Hawaiian
Gardens.
Officers to be installed are:
Jack Fowler, president; Bob
Barmettler, vice president; Max
"Whiskerino" time on the Burchard, secretary; Frank HenSan Jose State campus, announc- ry, treasurer; Glenn Abell, sered Bill Logan, contest chairman. geant -at-arms, and Al
Rosenga,
"On Friday, April 28, all hand- chaplain.
some, clean shaven males must
Thirty pledges will be formally
sign up in the Library Arch or in initiated and all members will
be
the SG office, room 8," Logan In full uniform.
stated.
They say only dollars can save
us. Now if we could only save
The chairman promised valudollars.
able prizes to winners of the contest. "Judging will be done by
impartial and prominent persons
Hobart W. Heiken of San Franwhich the committee will announce later," Logan pointed out. cisco, president of the Golden
Grads, and Mrs. Maude Silva of
Dunsmuir, secretary-treasurer of
the organization, were visitors on
the San Jose State college campus
recently.
The Calvin club’s regular TuesThe Golden Grads are those who
day evening Bible discussion from graduated fifty years or more age
7:30 to 8:30 at Campus Inn, 48 from the college and Dr. Heiken
No. Third street, will be led by and Mrs. Silva were in San Jose
Rev. Gordon G. Golthwaite of the to make plans for the reunion of
First Presbyterian church, an- the Golden Grads to be held on
nounced Secretary June Coates. Homecoming day, June 12.

Teaching candidates who are
1---stered -with-the-Placement-

mediately

San Jose State’s rifle teeth best
Stanford recently, and tied second place with USF in the Northern California Intercollegiate Rifle conference.

An art exhibit featuring contemporary Mexican water colors
and prints will be on display
until May 5th in the Art department, according to Dr. Marques
Reitzel, head of the Art department. The fifty printii- and 10
water colors are part of the permanent collection of the Fine Arts
department of the International
Business Machines corporation.
Mr. Roger Williams is the San
Jose manager for the corporation.
The prints, or lithographs, are
a new Art in Mexico, having been
developed in the middle of the
19th century. These prints show
some of the best of the Mexican
work that has been produced.
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GAEL GAME BOOSTS LEAGUE HOPES
Tournament Moves
Into Second Week
Spartan Daily league softball
teams who are scheduled to tangle on San Carlos turf at 3:45
p.m. today include Newman club
vs. The Pyle Inn Boys, and Music
department vs. The Ridgerunners,
At 5 p.m. The Hit Paraders will
take the field against Spartan
Manor while The Wildcats tussle
with the Spartan Daily Reds.
The Music department, Ridgerunners and Spartan Daily Reds
have each won one game apiece.

FIRST MEETING OF THE
COLLEGES ON GRIDIRON
By BARNEY BARNETT
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Hopes for the new football conference soared Friday when Athletic Director Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft announced that San Jose State
and St. Mary’s college will clash in Spartan Stadium next Fall. The
St. Mary’s game scheduled for Friday night, November 26, will mark
the first time the two schools have met on the gridiron. The signing
of the Moraga Gael, leaves only
two schools of the proposed conference off the Spartan schedule.
A resumption of athletic relations
with the University of San Francisco looms as a definite possibility now that Joe Iiuharich and
a new athletic regime has been
Installed at the hilltop. Santa
Clara alone remains doubtful.

SIXTY CANDIDATES VIE FOR
POSITIONS ON GRID VARSITY
About 60 new candidates vying for a position on the varsity
football squad engaged in a rock -’em, sock -’em scrimmage for two
hours Saturday morning. Incentive for the aspirants was furnished
in the knowledge that only 28 players would survive a large scale
cut which was made after practice by Coaches Bill Hubbard, Bob

FROM THE
BULL PEN
By ARNOLD WECEFTER
Dave Parnay, who writes the
column "Spartan Sportscaster"
for the Daily, wrote an article
last Thursday, in which he states
that Baseball is America’s na
tional sport. To Mr. Parnay we
are forced to say, "Phooey."
Either football or basketball
Is America’s top sport. Right
now I think it is football, but
basketball is rapidly overtaking
the grid sport. Baseball is on
the way down, and moving faster
in that direction every year.
I don’t want you to think that
I don’t love baseball, I’m a rabid
fan, and see as many games as
possible, but Mr. Parnay is still
wrong, and we won’t change our
opinion.
TOO CENTERED
Parnay states, "The center of
baseball interest is always the
major leagues." That’s the whole
trouble with baseball, it is centered in ten cities. The rest of
the country never sees top flight
major league ball in competition.
Now football on both the collegiate and professional scene
reaches from coast to coast. Now
Mr. Parnay may answer the above
statement by asking the question,
do small towns have professional
football? The answer is obviously
no, but they do have high school
football.

Nevada and College of Pacific,
both prospective members of the
new league, are already on the
Bronzan, and Hampton P o ol. Spartan schedule.
Coach Hubbard said Saturday
The Gaels, always a colorful
that he was very pleased with
the addition of St. Mary’s college team, will be playing their first
season under Joe Verducci. Verto the 1948 schedule.
"I believe it’s the best schedule ducci, during his high school
in the history of our school," said coaching career at Poly High
school in San Francisco, proved
the affable head coach..a master at "T" formation foottie pointed out that Spartan ball.
fans can see eight games next fall
without going any further than
Palo Alto. Games with Pepperdine, Cal Poly and COP will be
played at Los Angeles, San Luis
Obispo, and Stockton, respectively.
Wrestling Coach Ted Mumby
Coach Hubbard has liked the and his two Olympic finalists,
aggressiveness of the men who Pat Felice and Karl Jensen, will
have been out since April 8. He leave San Jose by car early Sunhas been pleased with his guards, day morning for Ames, Iowa, and
a position which was decimated the final Olympic Games trials.
Iowa State college at Ames will
by graduation.
The following men have looked be host for the event which will
good in the backfield: at left half, determine America’s representaGilbert Mendonsa and Ray Tho- tives in London this summer.
mas; at right half, Al Cementina,
A third Spartan wrestler may
Dave Psaltos, and Bud Younger;
yet make the finals. Sam Lawson
at fullback, Dick Alley and Bill left Thursday for the
16th disSchuyler; and at quarterback, trict Olympic trials
at the MultGene Menges and Dick Finnegan. nomah Club in Portland,
Oregon.
Fred "Bulldog" Lindsey has I In the event
Lawson qualifies, he
been getting off beautiful spiral will join Mumby,
Felice, and Jenpunts during the practice sessions.
sen in Ogden, Utah.
The remaining squadmen will
Expenses for the trip, which
continue contact work all week
with emphasis on fundamentals. was not fully approved by the
Varsity regulars from last year P. E. department, were met by a
$200 Student Council appropriawill come out next Monday.
tion and $72 donated by the InThe best thing to do for Spring ter - fraternity Council expressly
for the wrestling team.
fever is nothing.

PREP FOOTBALL
That a high school football
team is more representative to
the community than a class "D"
baseball team is obvious. The
grid squad is made up of hometown boys, the average professional baseball team is composed
of characters from every part
of the nation.
Every state has its home university which carries the honor
of the state in its battles on the
gridiron. The same goes for basketball. While most colleges support a baseball team, the fans
and students don’t this fact elope
khould prove that baseterbndr*-the great national sport,
-IIUOP GAME GROWEr
That basketball is rapidly making great headway to the heart
of the average fan, just oonsult
any sport books on the subject.
From a small time minor sport
to one of the top three is a big
Jump, but the casaba sport has
made It. It has made the big three
on ability, not publicity, fans want
action and basketball provides
Just that.
Now that just about concludes
our argument with Mr. Parnay,
which by the way is all in friendship. But phooey to his opinion
that baseball is the "Great American game."

WRESTLERS LEAVE
SUNDAY FOR IOWA ,

I

Spartan Daily

SPORTS
MUSICIANS, RIDGERUNNERS
AND REDS LEAD TOURNAMENT
Victors in the Spartan Daily football league tourney so far include the Music department and Ridgerunners, who defeated the
Newman club and Pyle Inn Boys respectively Wednesday, and the
Spartan Daily Reds and Garden City Athletic club who bested Spartan Chi and the Wildcats Thursday. The complete schedule:
APRIL 26
Newman Club vs. Pyle Inn Boys
Hit Paraders vs. Spartan Manor
Music Dept. vs. Ridgerunners
Wildcats vs. Spartan Daily

MAYO
Garden City AC vs. Hit Paraders
Spartan Manor vs. Student Y
MAY 10
The Cakers vs. Buster Browns
Ridgerunners vs. ROTC
Music Dept. vs. Gay Ninery
Spartan Daily vs. Student Y

APRIL 27
Gay Ninery vs. Buster Browns
The Cakers vs. ROTC
APRIL 28
Hit Paraders vs. Spartan Chi
Student Y vs. Garden City AC
Wildcats vs. Spartan Manor
Music Dept. vs. Buster Browns
APRIL 29
Newman Club vs. ROTC
Pyle Inn Boys vs. Gay Ninery
MAY 3
Garden City AC vs. Spartan Chi
Hit Paraders vs. Student Y
Spartan Daily vs. Spartan Manor
Newman Club vs. Ridgerunners
MAY 4
Wildcats vs. Student Y
Gay Ninery vs. ROTC
MAY 5
Music Dept. vs. Pyle Inn Boys
Ridgerunners vs. The Cakers
Newman Club vs. Gay Ninery
Spartan Chi vs. Spartan Manor

MAY 11
Garden City AC vs. Spartan
Manor
Wildcats vs. Spartan Chi
MAY 12
Music Dept. vs. ROTC
Hit Paraders vs. Spartan Daily
Ridgerunners vs. Buster Brown
Spartan Chi vs. Student Y
MAY 13
Newman Club vs. The Cakers
Ridgerunners vs. Gay Ninery

.

MAY 17
Pyle Inn Boys vs. ROTC
Garden City vs. Spartan Daily
Newman Club vs. Buster Browns
Wildcats vs. Student Y
MAY 18
Music Dept. vs. The Cakers
Pyle Inn Boys vs. Buster Browns

ESKAY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Proudly Announce The

SPRING QUARTER
SCHEDULE
OF THE SUNDAY KNIGHT MOVIES
MAY 2:

Frankenstein Meets The Wolfnian
Lon Chaney, Jr.

What kind ofa JOB

Bela Lugosi

MAY 9:

CLAUDIA (Mother’s DayI
Dorothy McGuire

would you like?

MAY 16:

BRIEF ENCOUNTER
(First time in San Jose)

DO TOO ENJOY dealing with people... doing useful work
that will tannage your ability?
THE TELEPHONE COMPANY offers a real opportunity fbr
neat-appearing young women with poise and tact for
work in San Francisco. Them young women deal with
~tamers, mostly by telephwne. on mattes eancerning
their telephone nervion
OPPORTUNITIES be advansement Ida appeal to yen as
a coge woman. Too, you’ll Eke working with people

wiio
CLASSROOM and
end en the fob instruction ere evened feed
pay while you Lem
YOU MAY ARRANGE to talk over this interesting
work with our representatives when they visit the
campus on April 27 and 28 .
. or visit our San
Francisco employment office, located at 140 New
Montgomery St.
Tli PACIFIC TREPIIIII III MAIM SMUT

Robt. Young

MAY 23:

HOLD THAT GHOST
Abbott and Costello
MAY -301

GUADALCANAL DIARY
WW.-Sendir---Proston-foster

JUNE 6:
EAST SIDE OF HEAVEN
Bing Crosby

Joan Blondell

Every Sunday Knight
Morris Dailey Aud.
All Seats 25c

7:30
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NEW SYSTEM PROVES SUCCESSFUL
The balloting system introduced in the April 21 "primaries,"
which met with much adverse
criticism from certain quarters
while still in the blue-print stage,
surpassed the expectations of its
Student Court and
organizers
Student Council.
"The voting went along as
smooth as clockwork," declared
Chief Justice Bill Logan, acting
as spokesman for members of
both groups. "We were able to
work efficiently in handling the
large turnout."
There were errors made, but
not by the Court-Council polling
supervisors, or as a result of the
new system employed. Some vot-

ers, It seemed, were unable to
cope with the intricacies of using
a rubber stamp on the ballot. A
few of the students scratched their
"X’s" and checks with pencils.
Others, overwhelmed by the simple rules to be followed in voting,
merely returned the forms unmarked. There were thirty-five
such ballots cast.
A few politically-conscious students, without benefit of preelection campaigning, were "writeins" on the ballot. They did not
fare well, however. A Mr. Athenour, in the presidential race, received two votes. Mr. Rhinehart
and Mr. Roberts received one
each, also for the top executive

Classified Ads

Announcements
JUNIOR CLASS COUNCIL:
Meeting today at 4:30 in Student
Union. Meeting of April 30th
dance committee.
SOJOURNER’S CLUB: Meeting tonight at 7:30 at Alum Rock
Lodge. Speaker will be Mr. W.
E. Schmidt.
INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL: Meeting tonight at 7 at
Beta Chi house. Be on time.
ALL WOMEN interested in golf,
meet in frout of Women’s Gym
tomorrow at.- 2:30. Will go to
Hillview.
RIDING CLUB:: Meet today at
3:30 at corner .of San Carlos and
So. 7th. Sign up in gym for reservations.
Y CABINET MEETING: Today at 4:30 in Student Y.
Y EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
LUNCHEON today at 12:30 in
Student Y:
FLELIGION IN PERSONALITY
DEVELOPMENT: Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Student Y.
SPYERS: Meeting tonight at
7:30 in Student Y.
SPARTAN FLYERS: Meet in
new aero lab. tonight at 7:15.
ALPHA ETA RHO: Meeting tonight at 8:15 in new aero lab.
Pledges invited.
SWIM CLUB: Meet tonight at
7 at pool.

I Classified Ads
ATTENTION Ex-Marine offi
cers and Navy Air chiefs: Need
green uniform. 38-40 coat, W-3; ,
L-35 trousers. 334 No. 2nd about
5 p.m. evenings.
FOR SALE: 1930 cut down
hot rod. Full race cam, 17 lb.
flywheel, dual carburetors, magneto coil. Must sell, owner in
navy. Call Sylvia, Bal. 8346 after
5:39 p.m.
FOR SALE: Underwood portable, recent model, in excellent
condition, for a reasonable price.
See Mr. T. J. Balgooyen, Speech
dept., office 159, 1:30-2:30 daily.
40 NEW HOMES: $1250 down,
plus title costs to GI’s. 6 rooms,
3 bedrooms, 1225 sq. ft. floor
space. See Dan Week at Frank
T. Barber Real Estate. 472 No.
4th, or call Bal. 54544. Today or
tomorrow.
ARE YOU VACATING an
apartment in June ? $10 reward
for information leading to rental
of suitable one by July 1. Call
Bal. 2438-W.
LOST: Brown coat, "J. Magnin" label. Please return to Information office. This coat was
lost near tables at back of Cop
Reward.
FOR RENT: Room, kitchen
----privilegesi-use-of-ifvfng-room
a ziWith. 136 No. Willard.
505-M.

"Excel Cleaners
do excellent work"
Special I -day "emergency" service offered State students . . .
Located above the Lauclromat.
Do all your cleaning in ono
building.
OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS

Excel Cleaners
463 So Second Street

council position. Dick Jorgenson,
a write-in for vice-president,
earned one vote. A Mr. Katosid,
with one vote; Mr. Kutatsky, with
two; and Don Simmons, garnering one vote, were the three
-last-second" aspirants for vicepresident A Mr, Bryce trailed the
field in the campaign for treasurcr, receiving one vote.
Logan expressed the viewpoint
of Court and Council when asked
why these "special" ballots were
counted.
"This was a democratic election," he said. "All qualified students had equal opportunity for
candidacy."

FOR SALE: Wrist watch, complete with stop watch and telemeter for flying. Swiss make.
Similar watch would cost between
$135 and $175 new. Will sell for
same price offered by jeweler,
saving you "middle-man" profit.
$85.50. Will hold until you can
raise money. What more can I
do? Bal. 2114-R. 426 So, 7th St.
BARGAIN: Experienced man
will paint your car. $60. Work
guaranteed. Inquire 423 So. 12th
St.

FOR SALE: One 7 mo. old buff
colored cocker spaniel. Housebroken and immunization shots
completed. 411 extra equip, thrown
in. If interested, leave no
in L
box in Coop or contact ill Logan, 127 E. Spartan City.
FOR SALE: Whiner motor
bike. Like new, lights, generator,
front wheel brake. See at 1212
McKee Rd.
FOR SALE: 1930 Chrysler
coupe. Good rubber, new battery.
$95. 1049 Warren Ave. San Jose.

Varsity Track
(Continued from Page 1)
record).
100
Heck
(COP), Smalley
(SJ), O’Meara (SJ) 9.8.
120 HH
B. Passey (SJ),
Smythe (SJ), Greene (SJ)-14.S
(school record).
880 -- Knowles (SJ), Haynes
(SJ), Seymour ISJ) - 1:55.1
(meet record).
220 Heck
(COP), O’Meara
(SJ), Smalley (SJ)--20.6 (meet
record).
2 Mile - - Knox (SJ), Hanney
(COP), Gustafson (COP)- 10.19.5.
220 LH -- Birmingham (SJ),
Murray (COP), Greene (SJ).
23.5 (school record).
High Jump -- Varneck (SJ),
Morgan (SJ), and Vonasek (COP)
--6’ 2" (meet record).
Pole Vault -- Overhouse (SJ),
Lankas (SJ), Lamont (SJ)
13’ 3".
Shot Put - iJnn (SJ), Faulk
(SJ), Mangini (SJ)
50’ 8"
(meet record).
Discus --- Denmark (SJ), Linn
(SJ), R. Overhouse (SJ)--157’ 8"
(meet record).
JavelinLikens (SJ), Morgan
(SJ), Ortez (COP)
216’ 8!2"
(meet record).
Broad Jump -- Fortier (SJ),
Birmingham (SJ), Lamont (SJ)
23’.
Mile Relay San
Jose (Man -

Concert To Open
With Band Number
"ruge a la Qlgue" by Bach
wtiah will open the Music depertinent’s symphonic band contort tomorrow at 8:15 in the
Morris Dailey auditorium, was
written originally for pipe organ,
according to Mr. Baird, teacher
and conductor for the band. The
difficult composition was later
arranged for band by Gustav
Hoist.
The three remaining pieces
scheduled for the program, "Symphony in ,C Minor, No. 1," "Suite
Francaise," and "Suite No. 2 for
Military Band," were written originally for band by the contemporary composers, Ernest Williams, Darus Milhaud, and Gustav Hoist, respectively.
The program will be open to
the public free of charge, according to the Music department.
gini, Knowles, Webster. Schemmel)
3:27.3.
The Spartans travel to Fresno
next weekend to battle the Bulldogs in San Jose’s final duel meet.

Leo
PHILIP MORRIS
much

is so
better to smoke!
smoker an um
PHILIP MORRIS offers the
For PHILIP
cigarette.
benefit found in no other
cigarette recogMORRIS is the ONE, the ONLY
specialists as
nized by leading nose and throat
definitely less irritating.
aim
Remember: Lui irritation means
smoking enjoyment for you.
what PHILIP
Yes! If every smoker knew
ALL change to
MoRri; Efnokers know, they’d
PHILIP MORRIS.

CALL
FOR I

1111111011

TRY A PACK ... TODAY

35t - Box Lunch - 35c
sr you may select
SANDWICHES - PIE - MILK. ETC. \
For BAG LUNCHES

San Jose Box Lunch
Siff Service

135 E. San Antonio

